GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. provides a full line of electronic monitoring solutions that includes GPS, RF (Radio Frequency), and alcohol monitoring complemented by a wide range of Professional Services.

We work closely with agencies to streamline offender monitoring program workflows; thereby addressing budgetary constraints and increasing officer productivity.

➢ All of our field agents are currently or formerly law enforcement and/or from related fields.

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-877-285-4238
WWW.GPSMONITORING.COM
Reliably Delivering Peace of Mind

SecureCuff – ReliAlert

GPS Monitoring for High Risk Offenders

Agencies must be able to rely on the electronic monitoring products and services they choose. With an out-of-box reliability of 99.9%, our ReliAlert GPS device provides agencies with peace of mind knowing that they have made the right choice to effectively monitor high-risk offenders and ensure community safety.

We are committed to providing products and services that make your job easier, as evident with our integration of Google Maps™ into our software interface.

SecureCuff

Electronic monitoring has been plagued by high-risk offenders that cut straps and run – until now.

SecureCuff’s patent-pending design gives officers more time to respond to strap tamper alarms.

The SecureCuff has a laminated fiber optic tamper alarm cable between two hardened stainless steel bands. If an offender cuts through the first stainless steel band, the fiber optic cable triggers an alarm. The offender still needs more time to cut through the second band, giving officers time to successfully respond to and prevent a potential “cut and run”

Crime Scene Software

Crime Scene review is simple. Enter the time, address, and radius; then select “OK.”

For ease of use, the Crime Scene software seamlessly integrates into our main mapping application through a single dropdown box. Users find that it is “instantaneous” (Response within a second or two) vs. running a multi-hour/multi-day batch job.

The map above shows a circle centered on the address entered and displays all offenders that were in the location within the pre-defined timeframe.

To make it even easier, the application sorts the list of offenders in order of their nearest approach to the address point.

Innovation

From our beginnings, we have been committed to continuous improvement and delivering industry-leading innovations like:

❖ Patent-pending SecureCuff that reduces potential for strap cuts
❖ Patented Active Trace that immediately increases tracking capability when an alarm is triggered
❖ Two-way and Three-way voice communications via the ReliAlert GPS device
❖ RF Home Alert Beacon that integrates with our ReliAlert GPS device
Indoor tracking becomes a reality with our eArrest beacon. Easy to install, the beacon can be placed in multiple locations including the offender's home, work or school. The beacon tethers the offender, transmitting an alarm when the offender leaves the area. When the offender leaves the area they are immediately tracked through the GPS tracking technology inside the ReliAlert device.

**eArrest RF Features:**
- No land-line required
- No external power required
- Easy setup
- Tamper resistant
- Motion detection
- Multiple beacons per offender
- Multiple offenders per beacon

Use ReliAlert & eArrest Beacon together for active RF Tracking when cell coverage is minimal at offender's residence.
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ReliAlert is used for:
- Bail Reduction
- Pre-Trial monitoring
- Restraining Order Solutions - Enforce restraining orders with a GPS monitoring device
- Juvenile monitoring
- Keep kids in school with our Truancy Program
- Treatment Centers – keep your patients within your facility

ReliAlert Features:
- Single-unit device for added simplicity
- Active GPS tracking
- Two - and three-way voice technology offers instant communication with offenders and officers to enable active violation intervention
- 30 hours plus battery life
- Waterproof up to 15 feet
- Stores data when temporarily out of range- then automatically forwards information when back in range
- Tamper-resistant with tamper sensors
- Set exclusion/inclusion boundaries
- 95-decibel siren

ReliAlert combines global positioning system (GPS) and radio frequency (RF) tracking technologies with power of voice communication all in a single-unit. Supervising officers can create restrictions based on time of day or specific location (exclusion/inclusion zone). When an offender is in violation of any set restrictions, an agent at our Offender Monitoring Center will immediately respond according to protocols set by the supervising officer.
Alcohol Monitoring

The first pocket size handheld photo digital breathalyzer to securely monitor breath alcohol. The device takes a picture of the user during the breath test to positively verify identity.

The result, real-time photo, and GPS location are instantly transmitted from the device to a secure web portal. If the result shows alcohol present the website can be set to alert by sending a text or email.

SL2 Features:

➢ Handheld, discreet, user-friendly
➢ High-resolution camera for user verification
➢ DOT grade fuel cell
➢ GPS location
➢ Lithium-ion battery; 5+ day battery life
➢ Cellular transmission on Verizon’s hosted Private Network

The SOBERLINK monitoring site features:

▪ HIPAA compliant, confidential, and secure monitoring platform
▪ Cloud storage of test results including BrAC, GPS location (optional), client verification photo, and time/date stamp
▪ Automated texts to remind client of testing schedule
▪ Real-time alerts to designated contacts upon missed or positive tests
▪ Adaptive Facial Recognition – coming early 2014
▪ Automated case management reporting
▪ Customizable viewing permissions and hierarchy system

How does the testing schedule work?
The monitoring site allows for a unique testing schedule to be created for each client. The schedule needs to be entered and saved 30 minutes prior to the scheduled test time in order to be processed as a “Scheduled” test. A “Scheduled” test means that the monitoring site gives the client a 45-minute window in which to send their test, starting 15 minutes before the test time and ending 30 minutes after the test time. However, the client can send a test at any time. If the test was not scheduled through the monitoring site, it will be labeled as an “Unscheduled” test.
Remote Alcohol Monitoring even for Family Court

Safety of children is paramount
Judges are turning to alcohol monitoring tools which (while assisting the court's wishes for all parties to be safe during the custodial process) provide helpful documentation in determining visitation for cases where alcohol is alleged to be an issue.

In cases where sobriety is an issue
Regain child custody or visitation rights. Alcohol Monitoring provides proof that individuals are staying sober in compliance with court directives.

In cases when visitation is an issue
Due to alleged alcohol abuse, Alcohol Monitoring provides a tool for the courts and the custodial parent to know if the visiting parent is in fact sober or has violated his directives by the court. In the event the parent wearing the alcohol monitoring device has violated the directives set by the court, the custodial parent can deny visitation.
On the other hand, the person wearing the device can prove their sobriety and therefore re-build trust with the custodial parent and the court for visitation.

Monitoring Portal Features

- Adaptive Facial Recognition TM
- Automated tamper detection
- Automated text reminders and real-time alerts
- Customizable testing schedules

Automated Monitoring Web Portal

The Monitoring Portal is the engine to SOBERLINK technology. The cloud-based system is completely automated with user-friendly features that simplify the monitoring process for both the participant and the case manager.
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Services Offered

GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. provides the following services to Courts:

- 24/7 Live Monitoring and Service
- 24/7 Mobile installations to ensure all participants enroll when and where they are supposed to
- Weekend/Holidays/After Hour availability
- Payment Plans for participants
- Assisting Law Enforcement around the clock with participant locates and or removals
- Provide training to law enforcement for access to monitoring software
- Training to court personnel for properly reading and understanding reports
- Out of county monitoring
- Ability to properly monitor hi-risk offenders / Domestic violence cases
- Same Day reporting

Enrollment Process:

Upon sentencing by the court, defendants are issued an enrollment form which states when installation needs to occur.

1. Defendant schedules an appointment with the staff of GPSMS for enrollment.
2. GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. will install device at location requested by the court.
3. GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. staff will verify identity by picture identification, government identification, driver’s license, or passport; with corresponding minute order; address, and employment.
4. Defendant will sign lease agreement with GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. and pay for initial set up and monitoring fees. Monitoring fees may be paid via payment plan to fit participant’s budget.
5. Staff enters all client information into monitoring center
6. Staff enters all court ordered restrictions such as home detention
7. Defendant is equipped with alcohol and or gps monitoring device
8. Staff send enrollment letter via fax/email to the court
9. Staff will fax completion and or violation letters to the court on the same day of occurrence
10. Corporate office of GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. will submit weekly and or monthly reports to the court with requested details, including enrollees, completions, violations, etc.

24/7 Mobile Installations to ensure all participants enroll when and where they are supposed to.

We will gladly install equipment 24/7 at the participants residence if he/she does not have transportation, had their license suspended, or for medically impaired participants. There is no additional fee for this service unless, with the exception of possible mileage if participant lives outside the county (round trip for both installation and removal).

All of our field agents are currently or formerly law enforcement and/or from related fields.
We developed an offender management software/database. It captures all enrollees, start date, completion date, violations, change of residence, change of employment, successfully completion of program, participants currently in program etc. Reports will be issued upon enrollment, completion, violations, weekly and or monthly reports per request of the court.

GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. utilizes a web based monitoring system to verify participants remain at home/work during specified time periods with the use of the ReliAlert.

The screenshot below illustrates current location of a participant and his curfew schedule for home detention.

Should the participant have an unauthorized absence of his/her curfew/Home detention and or work schedule, we are notified by the monitoring center immediately. In addition, we are able to expeditiously notify the court of late returns, equipment malfunctions, tampering and other events. This data is stored directly within the monitoring center and retrievable at any time.

Violation Reports:
➢ Failure to report to the contractor within two (2) business days.
➢ Use of alcohol
➢ Violation of any curfew
➢ Violation of inclusion and exclusion zones
➢ Tampering with or damaging the electronic monitoring device
➢ Any know illegal activities by the person
➢ Violation of any known court order
➢ Treatment of non-compliance
➢ Termination of or changes to employment
➢ Change in residence
➢ Other information pertaining to the person’s performance as requested by the Court that the Contractor may be in possession of

Monthly reports:
➢ Number of participants on program
➢ Number of participants referred and enrolled
➢ Number of participants violated
➢ Number of participants completed
➢ Number of participants terminated from program
➢ Number of enrollment/violation/completions submitted
➢ Number of program participants utilizing the sliding pay scale (i.e. indigent or quasi-indigent participants)
Live – Active Monitoring

In operation 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year to ensure full resolution of technical issues and trouble-free device operation.

Another difference you will note when choosing GPS Monitoring Solutions Inc. as your electronic monitoring service provider is our Monitoring Center.

Our customers receive outstanding monitoring and customer service from our highly-qualified staff who are available 24/7/365 via a toll-free number.

Consider our live Monitoring Center as an “extension” of your organization. Our highly-trained personnel can assist or even intervene on behalf of your officers, based on their pre-established protocols.

Customer Service
In addition to providing you with reliable products and services that are easy to use, we strive to exceed your expectations. When issues are brought to our attention we don’t stop until they are resolved.

Keeping Your Data Secure:
The entire network infrastructure features a high security, self-sustained, fully-redundant Class One rated data center.

The Monitoring Center and its Data Production Center: has four layers of power generation redundancy to ensure uninterrupted power and backup Monitoring Center capabilities in case of emergency

Technical Support Desk: In operation 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year to ensure full resolution of technical issues and trouble-free device operation.

Monitoring Center: Operators provide real-time alarm notification to your officers based on the level of support they have selected and the protocols they have established.

Account Management: Account Managers handle all operational issues including: device orders, replacement/repair requests, and returns. If they are unable to answer or resolve your question; you are immediately escalated to our Technical Help Desk.

For Arizona contact:
Lisa Penney
Manager of Operations
520-488-5201
lisa@gpsmonitoring.com

For California call: 714-833-7904
Toll Free: 877-285-4238